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Le nuove istanze devozionali promosse dalla
Controriforma hanno dato luogo, tra il XVII e il XVIII
secolo, a numerosi interventi di rinnovamento rivolti
a importanti monumenti sacri: dalle basiliche romane
alle chiese abbaziali e alle cattedrali gotiche di tutta
Europa. Il forte potenziale simbolico di questi edifici 
e la volontà di mantenere una continuità - ideale 
e materiale - con l’esistente hanno dato luogo a un
singolare connubio tra il nuovo linguaggio barocco,
con la sua forza unificante, e un’antichità non accettata
nelle concezioni artistiche dell’epoca, ma di fatto
accolta e reinterpretata. Esigenze liturgiche, politiche o
di statica dell’edificio hanno dato luogo a un’ampia
casistica di relazioni tra spazi, elementi strutturali 
e decorativi;  un fenomeno per lungo tempo
sottovalutato o letto attraverso le categorie del restauro
moderno. Da quali valutazioni scaturivano le finalità
conservative in un orizzonte lontano dallo storicismo?
Le motivazioni simboliche, pratiche, ideologiche di 
tali interventi hanno radici comuni o sono più forti 
le specificità delle singole realtà geoculturali? 
Rispetto a tali interrogativi questo libro, che raccoglie
testi dei maggiori specialisti europei sull’argomento,
offre un terreno comune di confronto, assieme a una
riflessione sui rapporti tra progetto e preesistenza in
un momento in cui la contemporaneità si interroga sul
ruolo da affidare al patrimonio architettonico e in cui 
si indebolisce la fiducia di un effettivo, profondo
rapporto con il nostro passato.

The new devotional instances between the Seventeenth
and Eighteenth centuries, promoted by the Counter-
Reformation, led to various interventions aimed at
renewing important sacred monuments: from the
Roman basilicas to the abbey churches and Gothic
cathedrals throughout Europe. The strong symbolic
potential of these buildings and the desire to maintain
a continuity - both ideal and material - with the existing
structures gave rise to a unique marriage. The new
Baroque language and its unifying nature, meet the
Christian antiquity, rejected in artistic conceptions of
the time, but actually accepted and reinterpreted.
Liturgical and political requirements, or consolidation
instances, have resulted in a series of relationships
between spaces, structural and decorative elements.
This is a phenomenon which has long been underrated
or understood only through the categories of modern
restoration. What were the evaluations that shaped the
conservation purposes in a time far away from
historicism? Do the symbolic, practical, ideological
reasons of such interventions have common roots or
does the specificity of geo-cultural realities prevail?
This book, which collects the texts of the major
European specialists on the subject, provides a
common ground for comparison, together with a
reflection on the relationship between design and
existing architecture, in a time when the contemporary
thought questions the role to be given to the
architectural heritage, and when the confidence in a
real, deep relationship with our past becomes weak.
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In order to grasp the deep meaning of Roman churches architectural renovation 
during the Eighteenth century1, it is appropriate to reflect once again on the restora-
tion of Santa Maria Maggiore designed and carried out by Ferdinando Fuga in many 
building stages since 1740 (Fig. 1). The basic theme is that of the proto-Christian and 
Constantinian basilica and of its relations with the classical and Vitruvian model. In 
his project, Fuga tries to connect all the features of the previous building, looking for 
symmetries, unifying mouldings and marble claddings, stressing the constructive logic 
of added parts, as the lateral vaults, connected to pilasters and marking the perimeter 
walls. This expressed intention of unifying the elements of the old building, layered 
with multiple stylistical and spatial models, as we already know, is a steady feature in 
the “Roman” strategy to preserve and enhance relics of the glorious past. 

It is interesting to note that this unity, obtained through a structure overlapping a 
pre-existing one, is brilliantly understood by Quatremère de Quincy, a rigorous critic 
seemingly far from the culture of the Eighteenth-century renovation. In his Diction-
naire2, he expressly praised the intervention by Ferdinando Fuga – which Benedict XIV 
very sarcastically criticized – because he provided to us an authentic ancient Christian 
basilica, «le modèle le plus parfait d’une église chrétienne, & la copie la plus juste 
d’une ancienne basilique. Vitruve reparoissant aujourd’hui sur la terre reconnoîtroit 
une basilique dans l’église de Ste-Maria-Majeure.»

As Pierre Pinon rightly pointed out3, Quatremère bridged the gap between the 
Baroque renovations and the historicist concept of restoration originated in the Nine-
teenth century. Not only does he express his personal approval for Fuga’s restoration, 
but he underlines its alternative value as well, if compared to St. Peter’s experience: 
«le temple du Vatican donna la loi aux architectes de tous les pays, il n’eut presque 
pas été permis de soupçonner qu’il fut possible d’en eriger un qui méritait le nom de 
temple & qui n’en fut pas une copie. Les anciennes basiliques Chrétiennes, oubliées 
en quelque sorte sous l’antique poussière, où un saint respect & un dédain injuste 
les tenoient ensevelies, ne paroissoient aux yeux du plus grand nombre que d’illustres 
masures, dans dequelles on se contentoit de déplorer la pauvre magnificence des 
premièrese Ages du Christianisme. Mais depuis que par les soins du pape Benoît XIV 
la basilique Libérienne, ou celle de Ste-Marie-Majeure […] s’est vue rétablie dans son 
ancienne splendeur & rappellée à la dignité première; depuis que les détails défec-
tueux qui pouvoient en dégrader la beauté intrinsèque ont disparu sous la conduite 
& par les réparations bien entendues du Cavalier Fuga; depuis enfin qu’une véritable 
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basilique [italics in the text] a pu se remontrer dans tout son éclat, celle de St-Pierre a 
perdu du sien, & son crédit a diminui.»

Unlike the Pope himself and his contemporaries, Quatremère grasped in the Es-
quiline basilica a non-merely commemorative or decorative intention. Fuga had the 
merit of delivering an utmost clear reinterpretation of the typology and spatiality of 
the Liberian basilica through his own projects. He successfully coped with the many 
restrictions imposed by the patrons and by the antiquity of the building4. His disap-
proval, instead, is clearly evident, predictably, in the case of San Giovanni in Laterano 
by Borromini5, representing a negative earlier example and thus contrasting with the 
most proper trend suggested by Fuga’s projects.

The specificity of this approach originates and develops through major historio-
graphic premises. The work by Ciampini6 on the holy buildings built by Constantine 
is, at the end of the Seventeenth century, the systematic attempt to identify the basilica 
of the early official Christianity, though with utmost attention to renovations and 
further additions. In Vetera Monimenta, besides dealing with ancient places of worship 
in their functional aspects, Ciampini focuses on the iconography, dating back to the 
origin of the Christian liturgy, thus emphasizing a strong apologetic predisposition. 
However, he also raises the question of the buildings’ dating, ensuing from the inter-

Fig.1 – G. P. Pannini, the nave of Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, 1750 (S. Petersburg, Hermitage 
Museum).
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pretation of the construction techniques 
(Fig. 2) or of the windows’ shape and size7.

The other reference text necessary 
to understand the phenomenon of the 
Eighteenth-century renovations is of 
course, the treatise Delle cose gentilesche 
e profane trasportate ad uso e adornamento 
delle chiese8 by Giovanni Marangoni. In 
the year 1744 he suggested to take into 
account the identification of the proto-
Christian church, though even systemati-
cally considering the many spolia visible in 
the holy buildings. It is one of the first 
texts trying to understand why in a chris-
tian Roman basilica, as it could be seen 
in the Eighteenth century, it was and, 
indeed, it still is very common to find 
capitals or architraves different from each 
other and arranged in apparently random 
logics, related to changes and transforma-
tions. Marangoni tries to justify cardinals 
and patrons continuously adding spolia to 
their churches. The stratified feature of 
the ancient Roman churches is thus legiti-
mized and made official. What is impor-
tant here is not only the overall structure, 
but the collation of autonomous parts as well.

The attention to the spolia was certainly not only a phenomenon limited to Ma-
rangoni and the clergy taking care of ancient Roman churches. Evidence thereof is a 
sketchbook from the collection of Cardinal Mario Marefoschi Compagnoni9, includ-
ing a graphic survey of  liturgical furniture of early Christian churches, in plan and 
elevation: ambos, pulpits, spolia. The manuscript was intended to prepare a Discourse 
of the Fabric of the ancient Christian Churches and of the form of the Ecclesiastical Habits.

Many drawings, among which the architectural plans, are signed by the architect 
Giacomo De Santis10. Among the ones featuring sculptures, tombstones and paint-
ings, some date back to 1738 and 1739. Fairly unusual in this the cultural ecclesiastical 
Roman environment, the title and the index of the sketchbook are in English. Mare-
foschi11 was in fact the patron of the Irish College in Rome and it is very likely that 
this collection of drawings should represent a sample of liturgical and iconographic 
elements. Especially the representations of monumental tombs are meant to highlight 
suits, coats of arms, attributes, so as to constitute a kind of repertoire, likely to be 
spread in an English speaking country, probably Ireland itself. The medieval liturgical 
vestments are especially interesting for the surveyor and the patron, as it is clear in the 

Fig. 2 –Masonries from early Christian Roman 
basilicas in Ciampini, Vetera monimenta…, cit., 
1690, p. 154.
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Figs. 3, 4 - G. De Santis, “Elevazione in veduta delle due facciate principali del recinto del coro nella 
Chiesa di S. Cesareo”; “Elevazione ò prospetto in veduta del Serraglio…”, basilica of San Clemente al 
Celio (Roma, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, mss 522, drawings n.22 and 1). 
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Fig. 4 - G. De Santis, “Elevazione dell’ambone per l’Evangelio nella Chiesa di S.to Pangrazio”, 
Rome (Roma, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, mss 522, drawing n. 25).
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case of the pulpits of San Pancrazio, Santa Maria in Aracoeli, and San Cesario in Via 
Appia (Fig. 3,4). The whole presbytery of San Clemente is present, probably consid-
ered a sample basilica due to its state of maintenance and to its apse and represented 
after the renewal promoted by Clement XI (Fig. 5).

Beside the attention to a fragmentary architecture, the aim at the architectural 
unity of the sacred buildings was prevailing. The churches reproducing the Constan-
tinian pattern, as Ciampini identified it, provided static problems, emphasized in the 
course of the time. The perimeter walls, especially those of the main nave, often tall 
and thin, experienced instability. Trusses themselves, though generally designed to 
bear only vertical loads, as they get older and deformed because of several reasons, can 
cause diagonal stress on the same walls, long and poorly strengthened. The operative 
solution provided since the second half of the Sixteenth century, and later confirmed 
in the Seventeenth century, is well represented by the cathedral of Spoleto (Fig. 6) in 
the reconstruction ordered by the Bishop Maffeo Barberini - the later Pope Urban 
VIII - then carried out, but not completed, in 164412. Still under the influence of Vati-
can basilica’s disposition, the reinterpretation of the Medieval cathedral belongs to a 
unitary planning. A series of vaults replaces the previous truss roof (covered or not by 
a coffered ceiling), adequately supported by external buttresses. For the renewal of the 
original internal colonnade, pillars were provided, more functional to set vaults, both 
in the nave and in the side aisles. This involves the complete removal of the existing 
columns, and alteration of the plan, but the perimeter of the old church is retained, 
as usual, to respect the consecrated soil. The increase of light sources allows new open-
ings on the sides and in the presbytery.

It is, obviously, a static and distributive pattern ensuing from Renaissance models 
but also from the classical prototype of the pagan basilica covered with vaults, reinter-
preted through several famous Sixteenth century examples. It represents the most used 
model in the Eighteenth century, as evidenced by the great reconstruction of the ba-
silica of the Santi XII Apostoli in Rome, which was held dating back to the age of Con-
stantine, according to tradition, but was actually founded in the mid-Sixth century and 
deeply restored at the end of the Fifteenth century. It was rebuilt on the initial project 
by Francesco Fontana (1702), and completed in 1724 with the demolition of most of 
the existing structures deemed unsafe13. In the new church, the original plan is forced 
by enlarging the main nave in a thoroughly renovated building (fig. 7). The drastic 
reconstruction of Sant’Eustachio pursues the same goal. The old church, still in its 
recognizable medieval plan, was renovated by Cesare Crovara (Fig. 8), with the contri-
bution of many designers from the Chapter14. In these cases, the new building involves 
the disappearance of the existing one, of which the plan extension remains, and co-
incides with the consecrated soil. The renovations of Sant’Alessio15, Sant’Apollinare, 
and Sant’Eusebio had similar results.

The change introduced by the Eighteenth century is perhaps the attempt to give 
a new interpretation of this model, in order to make it flexible and versatile. Schol-
ars such as Marangoni and usually clergymen interested in the newly born Christian 
archaeology, were highlighting to the architects the essential features to be preserved. 
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Fig. 6 - Spoleto, Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta, the Seventeenth-century renovation. The new 
architecture left untouched the apse with Fifteenth-century frescoes.
Fig. 7 – Rome, basilica of Santi Apostoli, project by F. Fontana, section (from L. Finocchi Ghersi, 
La basilica, cit.).
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Pope Clement XI looked for alternative 
methods, alongside to the traditional 
models, and tried to restrict freedom of 
architects, as in the restorations by Carlo 
Fontana for the porch of Santa Maria in 
Trastevere (1701) and San Teodoro at the 
Palatine (1702-04)16. 

An initial trend is that of transport-
ing the coherent and organic plan of the 
vaulted basilica, supported by pillars and 
buttresses, inside a paratactic structure 
such as that of the basilicas of the early 
centuries of Christianity, making both 
perceptible. A first innovative interven-
tion is that by Francesco Fontana on the 
Basilica of San Pietro in Vincoli17, start-
ing from 1705. Since it was impossible 
to overload the extremely old walls with 
a real concrete or brick vault - therefore 
a very heavy one - a light vault was taken 
into consideration, this time a wooden 
one (Fig. 9). The overlapping of the 
classical coffers is well carried out, but 
it is obviously a vault studied to weigh 
as little as possible on the slender single 
supports. However, the use of the vault, 
though a wooden one, should have really 
contrasted with the authentic and en-
coded frame of the basilica of the time, 

which featured a plain ceiling, as Quatremère de Quincy pointed out18: «Les archi-
tectes qui n’ont point couvert en plafond les basiliques modernes, ont été guidés 
plutôt par leur goût que par les raisons de solidité, puisque, jusqu’à présent, leur 
voûtes sont en bois. Cependant il en résulte  toujours le coup d’oeil d’une voûte 
en pierre, qui semble surcharger les colonnes. Cette apparence ne peut qu’offrir le 
défaut trés reel de mettre le plus lourd sur le plus léger, & le fort sur le faible; ce qui 
est aussi contraire aux lois de la solidité qu’à celles de l’harmonie.»

Accordingly, it appears  the intention of creating syntactic connections within a 
structure with  parallel planes: the vault, in its structure, resumes and connects the 
columns dividing the aisles. Another objective in the restoration by Francesco Fontana 
is the increase of light sources for the interiors. The need to increase light is a recurring 
theme in all the documents of the time, especially in the descriptions of the interior 
of churches prior to restorations. 

This possibility to adjust the project connecting it only to merely ‘surface’ aspects 

Fig. 8 – Rome, church of Sant’Eustachio, 
project of renovation by C. Crovara superim-
posed on the plan of the ancient building (C. 
Varagnoli, Progetti e controversie, cit.).
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is also visible in the intervention by Carlo Stefano Fontana for the church of San Cle-
mente, which, even after restoration works, is still a basilica of the early centuries of 
Christianity. The execution of the vault is therefore excluded, certainly not to modify 
the original static and perhaps even considering the presence of numerous openings 
in the perimeter walls. The supports are consequently the original ones, and Fontana 
reinterprets the old structures in a two-dimensional way. 

Various examples thereof, relating to static and decorative principles, have been focused  
in the Eighteenth century renovations at Rome19. On one hand, the series of old supports 
is maintained, frequently represented by columns and marbles from classical monuments, 
therefore particularly relevant for antiquity and memory. On the other hand, the old struc-
tures are strengthened  with new supports that can guarantee those static and structural as-
pects lacking in the ancient basilicas. Even in the renovation of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere 
(Figs. 10, 11), carried out by Domenico Paradisi and Luigi Barattone (1724-25), the new 
vault is in wood. The existing columns were visible before the Nineteenth century altera-
tions, that transformed them in pillars. Anche l’occlusione delle aperture angolari attorno 
al catino absidale attenua l’effetto di trasparenza conseguito dal rifacimento.

Fig. 9 – Rome, San Pietro in Vincoli, the nave with the eighteenth-century wooden vault.
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The system carried out in San Giovanni e Paolo resumes the technique, started 
by Francesco Borromini in San Giovanni in Laterano, of covering ancient structures 
with a sort of shrine formed by new walls (Fig. 12), in order to strengthen the previous 
ones: the ancient columns here are isolated in the syntagm arch-column framed by 
solid walls20. The attention to the preservation of the old shafts of the columns, will 
represent the dominant trend in the whole century, and the characteristic of the best 
architectural samples. Behind or beside it, it was always possible to achieve the new 
architectural support. 

A special example is that of Sant’Anastasia, built by Cardinal Nuno da Cunha 
Ataíde in 1721 and designed by Carlo Gimach, appropriately described by Giovanni 
Mario Crescimbeni21: «I muri della Navata maggiore furono rifabbricati di nuovo con 
tal simmetria, che formassero per ciascuna parte tre Archi […] e quattro Porte […]: i 
quali archi sono sostenuti da ben grossi pilastri, in ciascuno de’ quali è incastrata una 
Colonna, in guisa però che l’incassamento non le tolga punto la sua comparsa, che è 
di quasi tutta la circonferenza. Né le colonne sono situate alla cieca, come erano situ-
ate innanzi al ristoramento, ma con esatta avvertenza che corrispondessero anche nella 
qualità l’una all’altra». The original columns are then diminished of their structural 

Fig.10 – Rome, basilica of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, the interior with the eighteenth-century 
wooden vault (photo Author). 
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role, and displayed as items of furnish-
ings, then restored, polished or veneered 
in front of the new structure of pillars 
(Fig. 13). Their role is that of static rein-
forcing the building, given the poor con-
sistency of the original walls, built with 
earth mortar, according to Crescimbeni. 

A new interpretation of the interior 
colonnades is also present in San Marco 
renovation, largely work by Filippo Bari-
gioni (1735-1750) - a complex and not 
completely clear one - because of the divi-
sion of the supporting element between 
column and pillar. It is also present in the 
work by Francesco Ferrari for San Grego-
rio al Celio (Fig. 14), breaking the conti-
nuity of the colonnade and reinterpreting 
it in a sequence of arcades among pil-
lars, almost as serlianas with reduced size 
spans. This was the system suggested by 
Fuga for Sant’Apollinare22, and probably 
planned for Sant’Alessio23, and that Giro-
lamo Toma suggests in 1758 to ridurre alla 
moderna (convert to modern) the Basilica 
of San Paolo fuori le Mura24. Columns 
are left in place or replaced by new pillars 
in order to create a presumable sequence 
of arcades among pillars. Even the solution that Pozzo created for the Universität-
skirche in Vienna, in a context different from the Roman one and not intended for 
an ancient church, introduced a relationship between lintels on twisted columns and 
the pre-existing arcades (Fig. 15). This project reinterpreted the previous architectural 
structure, making it more dynamic.

Of course it is necessary to think in a tri-dimensional vision in order to recreate 
the overall meaning of this trend towards renewal. It is also necessary not to overlook 
the static reasons preceding formal choices. It is the case of the nave in Santa Croce 
in Gerusalemme25, deep transformation of a stratified building, with no obliteration, 
executed between 1740 and 1745 and commissioned by pope Benedict XIV. The large 
central vault is not a supporting one, but reproduces the model of San Pietro in Vin-
coli, making it even lighter (Fig. 16). Despite of granite columns of exceptional size, 
and probably not to weigh on the perimeter walls intended for a truss roof, the vault is 
made up of a ceiling supported by centerings and painted, which frames with low relief 
mouldings the large central canvas painted by Corrado Giaquinto, with the apotheosis 
of St. Helena. The iconographic theme recalls the supremacy of Constantine – at a 

Fig. 11 – Rome, basilica of Santa Cecilia in Tra-
stevere, an eighteenth-century opening round 
the apse created to enhance lighting of the nave 
(later closed during restorations; photo Author).
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Figs. 12, 13 - Rome, Santi Giovanni e Paolo, drawing  by J. C. Schlaun 1719-1723 (Johan Conrad Schlaun 
1695-1773, cit..); Santa Anastasia al Palatino, the nave with the original columns (photo Author). 
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short distance from Triclinium of Leo III, 
also renovated by Benedict XIV – mod-
ernizing its meaning but even respecting 
the authentic evidence of the church.

Probably this attention to the memo-
ries related to the figure of Constantine – 
in 1747 the works by Ciampini are printed 
again, under the patronage of Benedict 
XIV – certainly motivated by the loca-
tion, but also by the memory of the foun-
dation of the papal power, addressed the 
project choice for including a rectilinear 
architrave – as in the Viennese church by 
A. Pozzo – in the place of the medieval ar-
cades of the nave. This intervention took 
place with great technical skill and docu-
mentary exactness, since the arcades are 
still perfectly legible in the aisles (Fig. 17). 
But it is also possible that a church linked 
to the memory of Constantine and his 
mother Helena was conformed to the top-
ic of the architraved column, expression 
of tectonic coherence and of the original 
rule of the basilica, for its presence in the 
ancient San Pietro and San Giovanni in 
Laterano and still in Santa Maria Maggiore, as well as in other examples, but not in 
the “irregular” San Paolo fuori le Mura26.  In the nave of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, 
the new pillars appear to be designed mainly to recreate an internal syntax based on 
the hierarchy between major and minor architectural order, expressing the aim of 
creating a new building from another. In the case of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme the 
operation is patent: the integrity of the pre-existing building is visible in several places, 
on the sides, in the aisles, in the presbytery. Even the simple brick elevation was not 
covered by the spectacular façade, detaching as a giant screen in travertine from the 
ancient building except the new oval porch.

The attention of popes and cardinals is not only limited to the Roman churches. 
An active pope, with regard to the religious and spiritual renewal, as Benedict XIII, 
opened in 1725 a provincial synod, known as the “Roman Council”27, which, in ad-
dition to suggesting greater rigor in the ecclesiastical discipline, invited the bishops 
to take charge of the maintenance and repair of their cathedrals. The cardinals of the 
papal court often made up for the limited resources of the local episcopacies, espe-
cially in the smaller dioceses around the city, sometimes able to call for a direct papal 
involvement. This explains the spread of architectural models and the involvement of 
designers and craftsmen from Rome in the various episcopacies, who consequently 

Fig. 14 – Rome, San Gregorio al Celio, the nave 
(photo Antonis Zivas, 1991) .
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Fig. 15 – “Concorso Clementino, 1758, II classe,  “riduzione in forma moderna” of the  Basilica of 
San Paolo fuori le Mura, G. Toma (Accademia di San Luca, Roma).
Figs. 16, 17 - Rome, Basilica of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme: the eighteenth-century nave; south aisle, 
the original arches on columns changed into lintels in eighteenth-century renovation  (photo Author).
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become an outpost of a building and functional renewal, with strong spiritual con-
notations and repercussions on the social and economic field. 

A very representative fact is that of the Cathedral in Civita Castellana, a small city 
north of Rome, known for its Cosmatesque architecture28. In this case, the project 
decisions of Gaetano Fabrizi, in the late Thirties of the Eighteenth century, had the 
effect of completely distort the medieval building, in order to build inside it a new 
structure ensuring resistance to earthquakes, not uncommon in the region, and to the 
practice loads on the structure. Fabrizi then planned a complete revision the typologi-
cal plan (Fig. 18), moving from a three-nave church to a plan with side chapels and a 
sort of double presbytery, influenced by the presence of the pre-existing crypt.

The inclusion of a new pillar structure, covered by vaults with external buttresses, 
involved the complete replacement of the old colonnade. The respect for the existing 
church is limited to the façade and to some relevant architectural and decorative ele-
ments, as the floor and the crypt. The classical system of super elevating the nave to 
allow the opening of new light sources is particularly highlighted, as well as the inclu-
sion of a dome and of a lantern. The large windows intended to plentifully illuminate 
the interior solve the problem of darkness, clearly evidenced in the documentation.

The reinvention of the interior spaces in the Eighteenth century encounters less 
sensational situations than in the previous century, but with very significant achieve-
ments, such as the rebuilding of the Dominican church of Santa Maria in Gradi in 
Viterbo by Nicola Salvi in 173729. In this case the abolition of the previous three aisles 
static structure is total: the church was reinterpreted as a single nave (Fig. 19), side 
connecting chapels, and octagonal presbytery, with the strong elevation of the nave 
strengthened by buttresses. The new building rising from the ancient-one is particu-
larly evident in the comparison with Van Wittel’s picture, showing the old church 
with a overlaid façade, but also in the survey of the incomplete and rustic elevation, 
clearly showing the ‘growth’ decided by Salvi. The cut in the elevation is still perfectly 
legible and shows how much work was done on the old church, whose central oculus 
was demolished. It is unlikely that a new elevation was not considered. The drawing 
attributed to Ferdinando Fuga by Elisabeth Kieven for the façade of Santa Maria Sopra 
Minerva30 could be really referred to the Dominican church in Viterbo, at an earlier 
stage than Salvi and with the involvement of Benedict XIII, because of its proportions 
and its correspondence to the internal plan31.

Free from the constraints of the static inner structure, Salvi was able to arrange the 
new twins columns, made of a masonry structure, supporting a plain architrave. In the 
views of the church before the restoration recently undertaken by the Soprintendenza 
in charge, the masonry structure used by Salvi emerges, through an intelligent hier-
archy among structural devices (columns, flat arches, hexagonal coffered vaults rein-
forced with brick on a concrete core). This work reminds the ancient building and 
shows a unity of planning you would not expect to find in a building built within a 
pre-existing structure. However, in comparison with the trend outlined by the Roman 
examples until the pontiff of Benedict XIV, in Salvi’s usual structure there is no place 
for an interaction with the original church. The ‘inclusive’ logic of the previous ex-
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amples, where the new architectural lan-
guage goes along with the reception of the 
old building, is replaced by an ‘exclusive’ 
attitude. The new church is born from 
the ancient, but it does keep with it only 
a simple relation of identical size. This is 
the way attempted at, even in the final 
experiences of the century, by two archi-
tects close to Salvi, as in the church San 
Feliciano in Foligno by Piermarini (1772 
and following years)32, still communicat-
ing with the medieval structures, and in 
Santa Scolastica by Quarenghi (1769). 
Even Giuseppe Valadier in the cathedral 
in Urbino, finally in 1789, will follow this 
pattern.

The structural reinvention almost al-
ways goes along with a typological revi-
sion, but this does not involve a discredit 
to the pre-existing structure. In the Eight-
eenth-century, an intervention similar to 
Salvi’s or Gaetano Fabrizi’s is represented 
by the deep transformation of Sutri’s ca-
thedral, a minor diocese north of Rome, 
a very stratified structure, but of dubious 

architectural coherence33. The project, started by Marchionni, but then completed in 
the Eighties of the Eighteenth century by Clemente Orlandi, aspires at a new clear 
structure, featuring the existing pillars with the same number of composite order pilas-
ters. However, the irregularities in the plan are all maintained, more or less, especially 
outlining the same static and constructive aspects, but with flexibility as regard the 
adjustment to the plan indications. Some innovative solutions, among others, should 
be remembered, such as the small elliptical atrium façade, jutting in the small square 
outside the cathedral. 

It seems therefore clear how the trend to recover the authentic image of the basilica 
and its colonnade was prevailing in the Eighteenth century renovations. However, 
this concept will be made most clear in the second half of the Eighteenth century in 
France,  plainly and without restraints. Works such as Saint-Philippe-du-Roule in Paris 
and Saint-Symphorien in Versailles, dating back to the Sixties of the Eighteenth cen-
tury, or the publication of the text on the form of “Christian temples” by Julien-David 
Leroy34 focus on the standardization of the Christian basilica, introducing a future 
discussion on the reconstruction of San Paolo fuori le Mura and on the Nineteenth-
century historiography. But this is something completely different.

The integration between the old structures and the new additions should have 
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Figs. 19a, b - Viterbo, church of S. Maria in Gradi: view of the interior in ruins before recent resto-
rations (photo Author, 1995); image of beginning of Nineteenth century.
Left
Fig. 18 - Civita Castellana, plan of the Cathedral after the renovation by G. Fabrizi; medieval walls 
and foundations of the new building are highlighted (drawing by L.Creti,)
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represented a real test for many design-
ers and master builders. In most cases, 
the old walls appear not solid enough 
for the Eighteenth-century builders, who 
preferred to carry out wider reconstruc-
tions, underneath the new decorations. 
This is precisely what happened to the 
structures of the aforementioned Santa 
Anastasia, or in the construction of Santa 
Maria del Priorato, where Piranesi appar-
ently worked on the superstructure of the 
church in 1568, of which35: «anco le quat-
tro mura e la volta, appena può conced-
ersi che siano quelle di prima, essendosi 
trovate lassate per tanti versi ed aperte da 
spaccature larghissime, e perciò rifatte in 
moltissime parti, incatenate, rinforzate 
e poscia tutte spicconate, per raddrizzar 
le linee dell’Architettura, le quali, per la 
lussazione della macchina, erano tutte al-
terate e scomposte.» The above statement 
leaves no doubts about the remarkable 
implications of the renovation works, 
even if limited to surfaces renovation.

The relationship between structures of 
different ages becomes a crucial issue in 
the cases of the renovation alla moderna 
motivated by static issues, as in the cities 
of central and southern Italy affected by 
the earthquake. Unfortunately, the earth-
quake of 2009 in L’Aquila allows us to 
analyze from the inside many renovated 
buildings of the Baroque period, high-
lighting the techniques used and the re-

sults achieved, in a useful comparison with the great Roman buildings. 
Among the many examples in L’Aquila in need of restoration, Santa Maria di Pa-

ganica36 is a church deeply linked to the urban and social events of the town (Fig. 20). 
The original plan should have included pre-existing buildings, such as the square tower 
located on the south side, turned into the church bell. A portal dating 1308 is on the 
main façade, but still in the early Sixteenth century, the façade was to be completed, 
particularly the stone cladding consisting of blocks of stone. The damage in 1703 
was not a very serious one, but it led to a deep reconstruction, many years after the 
earthquake, with the enlargement out of the nave size. The horizontal expansion of 

Fig. 20 - L’Aquila, S. Maria di Paganica, plan of 
the church and survey of damages to the side 
altars (drawing by G. Mazzone, 2013-14).
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the original Fourteenth-century hall is matched by a vertical growth, carried out on the 
walls, heterogeneous for materials and stratifications. The considerable height of the 
side walls probably suggested the execution of buttresses, but with sections not able to 
contrast the severe test of 200937, and in some cases built without a perfect alignment 
with the underlying structures. Even the wooden chains arranged inside to built an 
effective link with the aisle did not work properly, as proved by the overall breakdown 
of the upper part of the church.

The agility of the Eighteenth century structures was anyway partly justified by the 
presence of a false reed vault inside. Unfortunately, the restoration campaign under-
taken in the Seventies led to the construction of a reinforced concrete roof not able to 
contrast the earthquake of 2009, and finally collapsing on the remaining structures.

The photos after 2009 show very well the fragmentary feature of the Eighteenth 
century structure, where improvised solutions coexist with correct technological choic-
es. The supporting structures, in many cases, are formed by the unification of different 
building stages, obviously with serious danger to stability (Figs. 21, 22). The protrud-
ing parts of the internal entablature are made with wooden supports inserted in the 
walls to form a sort of frame, then covered by a moulded stucco, in order to get light 
protruding parts well connected to the masonry work.

The whole group of the Eighteenth-century Roman basilicas transformations - in-
cluding the ones carried out in the Papal States and in cities significant from this 

Fig. 21 - L’Aquila, S. Maria di Paganica, the interior after the 2009 earthquake (photo Author) .
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point of view such as Ravenna o38- can be considered as a conscious meditation on 
the example of Borromini in San Giovanni in Laterano. Triggered by the Christian 
antiquarian and by Muratori’s lesson, on one hand the Seventeenth-century model 
becomes lighter to better match with the building to be restored, on the other hand 
it increases its “inclusive” feature. In the great renovations of the Eighteenth century, 
the architecture originates from the unification of several pre-existing indications, with 
results well exemplifying the culture of the time39. This research, taking place between 
the papacies of Clement XI and that of Benedict XIV, gives its best in the intervention 
in Santa Croce in Gerusalemme. It is a good example of innovation and conserva-
tion, a ‘borderline’ case with respect to the coherence of the classical structure. How-
ever, even from the static point of view, as the examples in L’Aquila prove, the simple 
overlapping of architectural languages proved to be risky and unconvincing in the 
light of a rationalist criticism. The newly born Neoclassicism will be characterized by 
an “exclusive” feature. The path chosen by Quarenghi in Santa Scolastica at Subiaco 
conceives the new church as an integrated part of a pre-existing nucleus, with no ar-
chitectural language of its own in the modern configuration. The Neoclassical system, 
rational and effectively static, will try to exclude the multiform variety of the historical 
stratifications. The modern architecture will not be originated anymore by the adapta-
tion from the Antiquity, but by its recreation as a model. Here lies the fundamental 
difference between Fuga and Quatremère’s ideas, quoted for Santa Maria Maggiore. 
And also the rising attention to the preservation of the antiquities will not show the 
same sensibility for the ancient relic. Despite scientific intentions and ideological sys-
tems, the destructions will probably be more significant, as the history of Nineteenth-
century restoration  proves.
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Le nuove istanze devozionali promosse dalla
Controriforma hanno dato luogo, tra il XVII e il XVIII
secolo, a numerosi interventi di rinnovamento rivolti
a importanti monumenti sacri: dalle basiliche romane
alle chiese abbaziali e alle cattedrali gotiche di tutta
Europa. Il forte potenziale simbolico di questi edifici 
e la volontà di mantenere una continuità - ideale 
e materiale - con l’esistente hanno dato luogo a un
singolare connubio tra il nuovo linguaggio barocco,
con la sua forza unificante, e un’antichità non accettata
nelle concezioni artistiche dell’epoca, ma di fatto
accolta e reinterpretata. Esigenze liturgiche, politiche o
di statica dell’edificio hanno dato luogo a un’ampia
casistica di relazioni tra spazi, elementi strutturali 
e decorativi;  un fenomeno per lungo tempo
sottovalutato o letto attraverso le categorie del restauro
moderno. Da quali valutazioni scaturivano le finalità
conservative in un orizzonte lontano dallo storicismo?
Le motivazioni simboliche, pratiche, ideologiche di 
tali interventi hanno radici comuni o sono più forti 
le specificità delle singole realtà geoculturali? 
Rispetto a tali interrogativi questo libro, che raccoglie
testi dei maggiori specialisti europei sull’argomento,
offre un terreno comune di confronto, assieme a una
riflessione sui rapporti tra progetto e preesistenza in
un momento in cui la contemporaneità si interroga sul
ruolo da affidare al patrimonio architettonico e in cui 
si indebolisce la fiducia di un effettivo, profondo
rapporto con il nostro passato.

The new devotional instances between the Seventeenth
and Eighteenth centuries, promoted by the Counter-
Reformation, led to various interventions aimed at
renewing important sacred monuments: from the
Roman basilicas to the abbey churches and Gothic
cathedrals throughout Europe. The strong symbolic
potential of these buildings and the desire to maintain
a continuity - both ideal and material - with the existing
structures gave rise to a unique marriage. The new
Baroque language and its unifying nature, meet the
Christian antiquity, rejected in artistic conceptions of
the time, but actually accepted and reinterpreted.
Liturgical and political requirements, or consolidation
instances, have resulted in a series of relationships
between spaces, structural and decorative elements.
This is a phenomenon which has long been underrated
or understood only through the categories of modern
restoration. What were the evaluations that shaped the
conservation purposes in a time far away from
historicism? Do the symbolic, practical, ideological
reasons of such interventions have common roots or
does the specificity of geo-cultural realities prevail?
This book, which collects the texts of the major
European specialists on the subject, provides a
common ground for comparison, together with a
reflection on the relationship between design and
existing architecture, in a time when the contemporary
thought questions the role to be given to the
architectural heritage, and when the confidence in a
real, deep relationship with our past becomes weak.
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